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III/IV B. Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS,  MARCH / APRIL - 2015
First Semester

ELECTRONICS  &  COMMUNICATIONS
ANALOG  COMMUNICATIONS

Time : Three Hours            Max. Marks : 70

      Answer Question No. 1 Compulsory. 14x1=14

         All questions carry equal marks. 4x14=56

1. a) Define VSB.

b) What is modulation index ?

c) Define Sampling Theorem.

d) Define Quadrature effect.

e) What is bandwidth required for AM ?

f) Define FM limiter.

g) Write applications of PLL.

h) What is Mixer ?

i) Define image frequency.

j) State the advantages of PLL.

k) Define white noise.

l) Write the difference beweeen WBFM & NBFM with example.

m) Define envelope detection.

n) What is Quadrature - carrier multiplexing ?

UNIT - I

2. a) Explain about COSTAS receiver.

b) Explain about synchronous demodulation.

(Or)

3. a) Explain the operation of VSB modulation.

b) Explain the operation of square law detector.

P.T.O.
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UNIT - II

4. a) Explain the operation of zero-crossing detector.

b) Explain about phase locked loop with a neat schematic.

(Or)

5. a) Write the differences between narrowband FM and wideband FM.

b) Explain the operation of generation of FM using indirect method.

UNIT - III

6. a) Explain the operation of pulse amplitude modulation.

b) Explain about compander with a neat schematic.

(Or)

7. a) Explain the threshold effect in FM.

b) Explain the generation and demodulation of FM Signal.

UNIT - IV

8. a) Explain the operation of superhetrodyne receiver with a neat block diagram.

b) Write the functions of radio transmitter for AM & FM systems.

(Or)

9. a) Explain about diversity reception techniques with examples.

b) Explain about delayed AGC with circuit diagram.
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III/IV B. TECH. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS,  OCT / NOV - 2015
First  Semester

ELECTRONICS  &  COMMUNICATIONS

ANALOG  COMMUNICATION

Time : Three Hours     Maximum Marks : 70

 Answer Question No. 1 Compulsory.        7x2=14 M

Answer ONE question from each Unit.      4x14=56 M

1. Explain

a) Suppressed Carrier.

b) Over Modulation.

c) Sampling theorem.

d) Multiplexing.

e) Modulator.

f) Detector.

g) PPM.

UNIT - I

2. a) Draw the phasor diagram for Amplitude modulation ?

b) An amplitude modulated signal is given by find the various frequency components

present and the corresponding modulation indices.

(OR)

3. How is double sideband suppressed carrier demodulated ?

UNIT - II

4. a) How is AM transmitter different from FM transmitter w.r.to feedback.

b) Explain about variable reactance type FM transmitter.

(OR)

5. Show that the figure of merit for an AM system using synchronous detection is identical to

the envelope detector ?

P.T.O.
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UNIT - III

6. Briefly describe the principle of operation of different types of FM detectors, clearly bringing

out advantages and limitations of each one of them ?

(OR)

7. Explain the generation and detection of VSB signal using filter method ?

UNIT - IV

8. a) The local oscillator frequency is chosen to be higher than the received carrier frequency

by an amount equal to the IF so as to produce a difference frequency equal to the IF.

Why is it chosen to be higher and not lower than the received carrier frequency.

b) For a receiver with IF, RF, and local oscillator frequencies of 455 kHz, 1100kHz, and

1555kHz, respectively, determine :

(i)  Image frequency.

(ii) Image frequency rejection ratio for a Q = 50.

(OR)

9. a) Explain about diversity reception techniques with examples.

b) Explain about delayed AGC with circuit diagram.


